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Welcome to Whose Turn Is It Anyway?
Whose Turn Is It Anyway? is four days of friends (new and old) gathering to play
board games. While the focus is gaming, socializing with friends is an important facet.
So important, in fact, that people often get distracted from the gaming, thus our name.
Started in 2014, and attended by 122 friends, Whose Turn grew to 285 attendees by
2017. Needing more space for more friends, we relocated to the Durham Convention
Center for 2018 and hosted just over 300. This year, there will be 350+.
While many think of Whose Turn as a very long game day with friends, it's even more
than that, thus the need for this guide. Within these pages, you’ll find information and
answers to your questions. Don’t find something you need? Be sure to visit the
Help Tables or connect with an organizer (Their name will be in green on their name
badge.
Even if you’re an experienced veteran of Whose Turn:
READ EVERY PAGE, lest you miss something new and exciting!
(Can you say contests and prizes?).
Welcome and Have Fun!
Your Volunteer Organizers
Rob Reinhardt
David Marshburn

Gina Humphrey

Tracy Lankford

Gary Anderson

Jenn Bartsch
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Code of Conduct / Safe Team
Attendees of past Whose Turns will notice this is the first year we have had an
official Code of Conduct. In the past, we have published guidelines and
etiquette and trusted that the invitational nature of the event would ensure that
the safe, inclusive atmosphere of Whose Turn was maintained.
In last year’s survey, it was suggested that we have a Code of Conduct. While we
were unaware of any significant issues at Whose Turn in the past, we felt it would
be a good idea to be proactive in establishing clear expectations and rules.
In researching how other events have handled this, and thinking about how to
ensure the Code of Conduct was followed/enforced, we decided to also form
the Safe Team. The Safe Team is a group of volunteer attendees who have made
themselves available to help attendees address any questions, concerns, or
reported violations of the Code of Conduct.
We want everyone to feel comfortable, safe, and included at Whose Turn, and to
know who to talk to if you don’t. If you need to talk to someone on the Safe Team,
you can identify them by their green lanyards and the Safe Team symbol on
their name badge. If you’re unable to locate a Safe Team member, please visit
the Help Table and someone will connect you with one.
Thank you to everyone that helped develop the Code of Conduct, policies and
procedures, and has volunteered to be a Safe Team member. We’re here if you
need us so you that you can focus on friends and gaming!
Rob Reinhardt
Safety Chair
P.S. You can view the Code of Conduct
as well as related policies on the web site
or at the Help Desk at Whose Turn.
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What To Bring & How To Help
By now you surely know that Whose Turn is all about friends and games. You likely
know there will be hundreds of games available to play thanks to all the generous
attendees. We’ll have plenty of tables to play them on and chairs to sit in. But,
what else might you want to bring to the con?
● Games - Sure there will already be hundreds there, but we can always use
duplicates of the hot and Play to Win games. Important: Place some
form of label in your game so people can put it back on your pile!
● Layers - We never can tell exactly how much control we’ll have over the
varying temperature in the gaming space. We encourage
you to be prepared for the room to be both warm and cold. Besides
it’s winter in NC so you never know what you’ll get outside.
● No Ticket Needed - Even though you received a ticket via email when you
registered, you won’t need it at check in. It may help to be sure to
keep that email just in case, however.
●Your “Fun with Games and Friends” Face - Step on in and be prepared to
have a blast, meet new people, and play some games!
Whose Turn is the amazing event that it is due to the many people who help make it
so. In addition to the organizers, many people chip in through out the event. Since
we often get asked, "How can I help?", here is a list that includes at least one thing
everyone can do. Big or small, all help is appreciated:
● Help Others at the Help Table - What is the Help Table? See this page.
● Share Games and Laughs, Not Germs - No one wants to miss out, but please
don’t attend if you have the flu, or other contagious ick!
● Help With Welcoming - We have plenty of new friends joining us this year, so
please take a moment to help make sure they feel welcome.
● Keep Things Neat - Please make sure your trash and recycling leaves the gaming
tables with you and makes it to appropriate receptacles.
● Help With Breakdown - On Sunday afternoon, around 6ish, I'll begin breaking
down shelves. People can help with this in three ways.
1) If you bring games and plan to be at Whose Turn past 6pm on
Sunday, use one of the tables to store games, instead of the shelves.
2) If you do store games on shelves, have them off the shelves by 6pm
3) Help breaking down the shelves.
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Be sure to thank, Tracy Lankford
for this excellent map!
(important parking info next page)

Downtown Durham Parking

Reaching Whose Turn

As we have no control or say in public or hotel parking, we make no guarantees about your
parking experience. For full details, read this page on the web site.
Parking
● Free (limited) parking on-street all weekend and after 7 p.m. weekdays.
$1.50/hr on-street otherwise.
● The Durham Centre Garage, a parking deck across the street from the convention center,
is $5/entry if you mention attending Whose Turn and arrive close to the start time each
day. It can be a bit more complicated than that so we
encourage you to read the full details here.
● http://www.parkdurham.org/
● http://www.parkdurham.org/On-Street-Metered-Parking
● http://www.parkdurham.org/Off-Street-Parking/Parking-Garages
Entrances
● Main Entrance from the plaza at the corner of W Morgan and Foster Streets
● Accessible entrance on Foster Street, through the hotel lobby
● Hotel entrance on E Chapel Hill Street connects through to the Convention Center
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Concession Area

Inside the Junior Ballroom

(See separate page
for menu and hours)

Official
Tournament
Area

Unpub
Protozone

Corner Room
(reserved Sat. 10-8)

Play to Win!
Silent Auction
Welcome Table

Learning
Zone

Quiet Room
(sssshhhhh)

AND

For those gamers
needing a bit of
quiet for their thinking

Help Tables

START HERE!

Restrooms

Also the location of the

Flea Market
(Sat 11am)

Arriving at Whose Turn
As you approach the Junior Ballroom you’ll find a large Welcome Board just
outside with instructions and news about the event. Check this board regularly
for news and updates.

It’s very important that you contain your excitement for friends and gaming for
just a few minutes, in order to read all of the helpful instructions and information
on the board. (And admire the amazing job done by Gina!)

Checking In (Hey Vets, this is new.. pay attention!)
Having read all the important information on the board, head inside to the
Help Table where you can check in and:
● Badge - Sign in at the Help Table and a volunteer will help you locate your
badge. You may want to tie a knot in the upper part of the lanyard
so it doesn’t hang too low.
● Games - If you brought games, locate your shelf tag (note card) and a piece of
tape. There are shelves and empty tables around the perimeter of the
gaming space where you can place your games.
● Schedule - Check out the schedule. It’s in here as well, but it could change.
● Need Help? Return to the Help Table anytime you have questions or need help.
From there, jump right in! Look for “Looking 4 Player” signs, visit the Unpub
Protozone, visit the Learning Tables, see old friends, make new ones, and have fun!

Failure to follow these instructions may greatly lessen your enjoyment of Whose Turn. It may cause
side effects including confusion, blank stare, hunger, dry mouth, and uncontrollable crying**
**These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA, USPTO, AKA…. or anyone really).
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Whose Turn Badge Key
Name
Red - New Attendee (Welcome!)
Green - Organizer
Yellow - Veteran (Has attended at least 5 times. Good person to answer questions)
Purple - All the other beautiful meeples!
Tournament Director - In charge of
official tournaments.
Rock Star - Someone who has
provided significant help with
Whose Turn many times
Safe Team Member - Ready to help with
any Code of Conduct concerns/issues.
Sponsor - A Sponsor of this year’s
Whose Turn is it Anyway?!
Organizer - Volunteers in charge. Happy
to help with anything you need.
Welcoming Committee - A friendly,
helping face to new and old!

Registered Days
(also indicated in top bar)

Red - Thurs
Purple - Friday
Teal - Saturday
Orange - Sunday

Numbers

What’s This?

The Badge # will come in handy for bidding
in the Silent Auction.
That number to the right of that is the number
of Whose Turn events attended, including
the one June con a few years ago.

What is this symbol doing here?
It doesn’t look game related…
Look for the Who’s Who At Whose Turn
and Whose Turn Team Jumbo Jenga
pages in this guide to unravel the mystery.
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Have Questions? Need Help?

Just inside the entrance to Whose Turn, we will have two tables reserved as Help
Tables (marked by gold tablecloths). If you sit at these tables, you are volunteering
to answer questions about Whose Turn. If you sign up as a volunteer before the
event, you’ll even be entered into a drawing for a prize. Thank you, Jeff Shaeffer
for heading up this year’s Welcoming Committee!
Questions might be things like:
●How do I get into a game?
●How does Play To Win work?
●Where is the Learning Zone?
●Where can I find the Unpub Protozone?
●When is the Flea Market?
This is a GREAT opportunity for everyone who has always wanted to help with the
event in some way and a chance to meet and greet some of the new folks joining us.
This is also a great place to set up camp with a "Looking 4 Players" sign,
welcoming new arrivals to join you!
New friends, we hope you find these new tables helpful and, as always, feel free to
approach any organizer or Safe Team member with your questions. (See the
name badge page for clues on finding them, or you can ask for us on Slack.)
Not sure you can approach just anyone with a question/issue? Please feel free to
approach any organizer or Safe Team member with any question or concern so
that we can address them. Whose Turn is committed to being a fun-filled,
inclusive, safe, discrimination-free zone.
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Schedule
These are only the primary events of the con. There are
a TON more events to be found in the Events section of
the web site, most of which you can sign up for in advance.

Ongoing
● Open Gaming - Open gaming with friends, new and old!
● Play To Win - Earn a chance to win a game every time you play it. See
the Play to Win table for full details.
● Unpub Protozone - Play the newest creations by amazing local
designers and their guests. Hosted by the Game Designers of NC.
● Demo/Learning Games - Visit the Events section of the web site for
schedule and sign-ups.
● Food - See the Food section of this guide for meal/concessions schedule.
● Open Gaming - 8:30am - 2am

Friday
● Open Gaming - 8:30am - 3am

Saturday
● Open Gaming - 8:30am - 3am
● Flea Market - 11am in the Quiet Zone room (See Lori Harris
@lori.harris on #Slack or Adam O’Brien for details) Buy games, sell
games! Sellers should arrive early!

● Announcements - Play To Win, Silent Auction & Other
Prize Winners Announced - 9pm
Must be present to win.

Sunday
● Open Gaming - 9am - Midnight
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Who’s Who At Whose Turn - A Contest For All!

A Contest So Easy That EVERYONE Can Enter
In fact, you can complete it WHILE you’re playing games!
Entry Forms available on the Welcome Table.

Enter this contest by playing games with many different
people as noted on the entry sheet (found on the welcome table).
Include a DIFFERENT name for each of the spaces to have a
valid entry and, of course, don’t forget to include your name.
You may enter multiple times, however, names on all spaces of ALL
of your entries must be different.
All entries should be turned in to the appropriate box
by 8pm Saturday
Prizes will be awarded to random winner(s) drawn, from among
those who have completed the most spaces, on Saturday night at 9pm.
(Must be present to win!)
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Getting a Game Going
Use our handy-dandy triangular signs
to find players or teachers!

Need more players to fill out a
game? Place this sign on your
table with the game box lid on
top! Looking to get
into a game? Look for these
signs!

Want to learn a game?
Place this sign on your table
with the game box lid on
top! (Most effective
when used in the Learning
Zone if a table is available.)

Please return signs to help table area
when you are done with them!!
######Take your game organizing mobile. Look for players on the Whose Turn Slack channel.######

Join Slack By Clicking Here
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Communicating at Whose Turn
The newsletters and emails via the Google Group tend to slow down
during the event and attendees turn to more timely, effective means of
communication. These channels are available to all attendees to quickly
find players for a game, offer to teach a game, alert everyone about a lost
and found item and much more!

Slack is a group chat platform available via desktop and mobile devices.
You can even form private channels if desired. We’ll also post important,
timely reminders and information in the #general channel in the Whose
Turn “workspace” (that’s what Slack calls the main platform)

If you haven’t already, you can join here.

White Board
A white board will also be available near the Help Table. This is available
for everyone to post announcements, events, etc. Important con
announcements will be made via Slack and the Welcome Board. The White
Board by the Help Table is 100% for attendees to communicate with one
another. Note that Slack will typically provide a more timely response.
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Other Opportunities for Games
Unpub Protozone
Local designers invite you to play-test some
of their latest creations. Just head to the
Unpub Protozone (tables with blue tablecloths)
for opportunities to play games before they
are published!
Look here for a schedule of games.

Earn a Chance to Win a Bag of Games!

Learning Zone
Check out the learning zone (tables with
green tablecloths) where demos and
learning games are scheduled throughout
the con. Also look for games to be added
throughout the con!
You can see a schedule, and sign up here.

Wall Of Games!
Many attendees bring a wonderful
assortment of games to Whose Turn for
us all to enjoy. Most are happy to teach
as well.
Please treat their games kindly and
return them as you found them.
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Events System
You can find a schedule of both official and attendee-lead events in our events
system. You can find it in the Members Central section of the web site. You can
search by Category, see a running list of Events you have signed up for and create
your own events!
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Tournaments
Most things at Whose Turn happen because someone steps up and makes them
happen. One prime example this year is John Hildebrand who has volunteered
to become Tournament Director and arranged THREE tournaments with prizes!
Details about all tournaments, as well as sign ups, can be found in the Events
system. You can even jump straight to the Official Tournaments page!
Each tournament features flexible preliminary rounds on Thursday and Friday
with semis and finals happening on Saturday.
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Play to Win
At Whose Turn, the Play to Win table features a pile of games donated by publishers.
Each time you play one of these games, you earn an entry in a random drawing to win
it! Over 40 games have been pledged to Whose Turn and you can see the full list here.

Play
Enter
Win
Full details can be found at the Play To Win table. Some key details:
● Each time you play one of the Play To Win games, you earn an entry.
● You don’t have to play the actual Play To Win copy of the game to earn the entry.
You can play any copy at Whose Turn.
● One person from each Play To Win game should enter the game into the web
based system here: https://www.ptwgames.com/ Everyone should be present
since the system asks each player to rate the game.
● Paper forms are provided for your convenience. This allows you to gather all of
the information from players at the table, and then enter it all at once into
the computer system. Paper forms will not be used for the drawing.
● Play To Win ends at 8:45pm Saturday and winners will be announced at 9pm
● NEW THIS YEAR - See ongoing play results on the big screen!

https://www.ptwgames.com/
Password: WT2019
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Big Thanks To

For helping make
Play to Win
so easy with their
cloud-based
Play to Win system
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Thank you, Play To Win Sponsors!
Please help us thank our sponsors by:
● Taking selfies playing their games and tagging them on social media
(Add the hashtags #PlayToWin and #WhoseTurn!)
● Playing their #PlayToWin games!
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Silent Auction to Benefit

Gamers’ Outreach is a local effort to bring board games to hospitals, schools, and
other places they can help make a difference in peoples’ lives. We’ll be raising
money through a Silent Auction at Whose Turn to help them with their efforts.
Read more about Gamers’ Outreach…
A number of valuable items have been donated to the Silent Auction. You have
an opportunity to grab a great item while contributing to a worthwhile cause.
Bidding on individual items/lots will end sometime between 7:30pm and 8:30pm
on Saturday, January 26th and winners contacted before the 9pm announcements.

Stop by the Silent Auction table for full details and
to bid on items throughout the con!
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Who’s Hungry?
If only we could game non-stop without breaks for food. However, given reality,
we’re lucky to have food conveniently available right at the Durham Convention
Center!! Following are what you can expect to find at the concessions area inside
the ballroom (GF = Gluten Free):

Every Day Snacks and Drinks

Breakfast (all w/ egg and cheese)

9:00am - 1:30am

9:00am - 11:00am

Goldfish
Candy bar (GF)
Candy by the pound
Potato chips (GF)
Granola bars
Whole fruit (GF)
Cookies, Brownies, & Muffins
Popcorn (GF)
Yogurt cup
Bagel with cream cheese
Trail mix (GF)
Crudités (GF)
carrots, celery, tomatoes,
cucumbers & olives
Soft drinks
Pepsi, Mountain Dew, Mist Twist,
Diet Pepsi, Diet Mountain Dew
Iced tea, sweet & unsweet
Coffee, caffeinated or decaffeinated
Hot tea, Juice, Fresh Lemonade
Energy Drinks

Thursday - Breakfast Burritos
Plain, Sausage, Veggie
Friday - Breakfast Croissants
Plain or w/ Ham
Saturday - Biscuits
Plain or w/ Bacon
Sunday - Biscuits
Plain or w/ Bacon

Dinner
6:00 pm - 8:30pm

Lunch (Fries available)
12:15pm - 2:00 pm
Ciabatta Sandwich Italian

Turkey sandwich*
Ham sandwich*
(Pork) Barbecue sandwich*
Chicken Caesar wrap
Grilled vegetable wrap
Falafel wrap
Caesar salad with blackened chicken (GF)
Hummus & Tablouli Platter
Chicken Tenders
* Available with gluten-free bread.

Saturday - Pizza Night
Personal-sized Cheese or Pepperoni pizza,
(side: garlic bread sticks)
Sunday - From the Grill
Beef or Black Bean Burger, Hot Dogs,
Grilled Chicken, Chicken Tenders

Thursday - BBQ
Pork, Chicken or Tofu BBQ Sandwich, BBQ Plate, BBQ Chicken
Salad, Chicken Tenders
Friday - Taco Night
Beef or Chicken Tacos, Vegetable
Burrito, Nachos, Chili Cheese Fries House Salad, Fries available each night
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Local Deals
We’re required to spend a minimum amount of concession food at the DCC
concession stand and we hope you’ll contribute! That said, we understand wanting
to check out the excellent local food scene in Durham. Just remember, you can’t
bring outside food (i.e. food not purchased at DCC) into the ballroom.
Here are some special deals you can find locally by showing your badge:
Dashi Ramen = Free Nori Popcorn w/purchase
Neomonde = 10% off order
Ninth Street Bakery = 10% off order
PokeWorks = 10% off order
Thai @ Main St. = 20% off order

Other locations that may offer deals:
(no guarantee; inquire at location)

Bull City Burger
Dos Perros
Pompieri Pizza

A larger version of this map can be found at the Welcome Table
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10% off any pre-orders
(and free pick-up at Whose Turn)

Special Pricing on Hot Games
(Newton, Detective, and more)
Visit the Cape Fear Games web site before Whose Turn
(to pre-order and see special deals.)

Visit the Cape Fear Games booth at Whose Turn
(to pick-up your pre-orders and buy more games!)
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Whose Turn Team Jumbo Jenga
Remember those name badges images that keep popping up. They’re at
the bottom of this page even! Well, there are about 55 other people in
attendance who have the same icon as you, and guess what? They’re on
your team for Whose Turn Team Jumbo Jenga!
How does Whose Turn Team Jumbo Jenga work? We’re so glad you asked?
● In front of the Jenga setup there is a sign that indicates which team’s turn it is.
When it is a team’s turn, anyone from that team can take the turn (one turn
per hour per attendee please!).
● You take a turn by:
1. Removing one wooden piece from the Jenga tower using only one hand.
2. You make take a piece from any level but the topmost level
3. Place the piece you removed on the topmost level.
4. Your turn is over once the next team touches the tower or,
after 10 seconds
● A team loses (and is eliminated) if the tower falls on their turn. The tower is
then reset and the game continues with the next teams turn.
● If the tower falls after the 10 seconds, and before the next team touches the
tower, the tower should be reset and play re-started with the next team.
Sponsored by:
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It’s the Kids’ Turn
The game is QUIRKLE! Anyone can play!
This contest is sponsored by Eric Roush in memory
of Shannon Talton. (Read full details)

Grand Prize for
One Adult
and
One Youth!

There will be two categories of contestants:
● YOUTH (as defined by a maximum age eligible
for the youth discounted pass; no minimum as
long as the youth can play the game on their own)
will compete on score; the four players with the
highest entered scores by 4 PM Saturday will
compete in a final QUIRKLE match to determine the Grand Prize winner.
The four finalists will each receive a Travel Edition Quirkle set; the Grand
Prize is to be determined.
● ADULTS will compete by playing with YOUTH. Each game of QUIRKLE an
ADULT plays with one or more YOUTH will earn them a QUIRKLE point!
The ADULT with the most QUIRKLE points at 4 PM Saturday will win a second
Grand Prize (also to be determined). In the event of a tie, the winner will be
drawn randomly.
Note that ADULTS must play games with at least one YOUTH other than their own
children to earn a QUIRKLE point.
Look for entry forms at the Welcome Table.
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Thank you for joining us at Whose Turn Is It Anyway? 2019!
We hope you have a wonderful time with friends, new and old.
Don’t forget to watch for the post-event survey. We survey all
attendees each year. The feedback we’ve receive over the years
has played a significant role in making the event what it is today!
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